Notice of Meeting
Notice is hereby given that the 16th Annual General Meeting of the members of CFA Society Sri Lanka
will be held on Tuesday, 2nd October 2018 at 3rd Floor, Hilton Residencies, Colombo 2 at 6.00pm for
the following purposes:
AGENDA
1. To receive and adopt the Annual Accounts for year ended 30th June 2018 and the Auditor’s Report
thereon.
2. To re-elect Mr. Darshan Ravindra Abeysuriya who retires by rotation at the Annual General Meeting
in terms of Articles 27(4) and 27(5) of the Articles of Association of the Organization, as a Director.
3. To re-elect Ms. Mifnaz Jawahar who retires by rotation at the Annual General Meeting in terms of
Articles 27(4) and 27(5) of the Articles of Association of the Organization, as a Director.
4. To re-elect Mr. Devinda Malaka Paranawitane who retires by rotation at the Annual General
Meeting in terms of Articles 27(4) and 27(5) of the Articles of Association of the Organization, as a
Director.
5. To retire Ms. Rachini Dhanika Rajapakse who retires by rotation at the Annual General Meeting in
terms of Articles 27(4) and 27(5) of the Articles of Association of the Organization and re-elect Ms.
Rachini Dhanika Rajapakse being the immediate Past President to serve as an ex officio Director of
CFA Society Sri Lanka, as per Article 27(2) of the Articles of Association.
6. To re-appoint Messrs. KPMG, Chartered Accountants as the Auditors for the ensuing year and to
authorize the directors to determine their remuneration.
7. To approve any donations made by the company for the financial year ended 30 June 2018 and
determine and authorize the directors to determine donations for the ensuing year.
By Order of the Board
-SgdC G Corporate Consultants (Private) Limited
Company Secretaries
10th September 2018
NOTES:
(i) A member entitled to attend, speak and vote at the above Meeting is entitled to appoint
a proxy to attend and vote instead.
(ii) A proxy need not be a member of the Company.
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Introduction to the report
The purpose of this report is to provide a comprehensive view of the activities carried out by the CFA
Society Sri Lanka (CFASL), from the date of the last annual report until the date of the AGM. In so
doing, it is hoped that the report would indicate the ongoing efforts to fulfill CFASL’s long-term vision.
The financial Statements included in this report are for the twelve months 30th June 2018, which is the
financial year.
Any comments, feedback or suggestion regarding this report can be directed to:
The President
CFA Sri Lanka
150, St. Joseph’s College
Colombo 14
Email:
Secretariat@srilanka.cfasociety.org
To learn more visit: www.cfasociety.org/srilanka/
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About CFA Institute (CFAI)
CFA Institute is the global association of investment
professionals that sets the standard for professional
excellence and credentials. The organization is a champion
for ethical behavior in investment markets and a
respected source of knowledge in the global financial
community. The end goal: to create an environment
where investors’ interests come first, markets function at
their best, and economies grow. CFA Institute has over
150,000 members in 165+ countries and territories,
including over 227,000 CFA charterholders, and over 150
member societies as at June 2018.

CFAI Vision:
To serve all finance
professionals seeking
investment managementrelated education, knowledge,
professional development,
connection or inspiration

CFAI offers a range of educational and career resources,
including the Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA®)
designation, the Certificate in Investment Performance
Measurement (CIPM®) designation, and the CFA Institute
Investment Foundations™ certificate program.
Source: CFA Institute Annual report 2017

About CFA Society Sri Lanka (CFASL)
CFA Sri Lanka is an association of local investment
professionals that promotes the highest ethical standards
and professional excellence within the local investment
community.
We have served CFA charter holders and CFA program
candidates locally since the year 2001 and our
membership of over 200 members consists of portfolio
managers, equity analysts, banking professionals,
investment advisors and other high-level financial
practitioners.

CFASL Mission Statement:
To Lead the investment
profession in Sri Lanka by
introducing and promoting
global best practices in ethics,
education and professional
excellence for the ultimate
benefit of society

Member growth
7-year CAGR: 12.6%
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CFASL President’s Message
Dear Members,
It is with great pleasure I welcome you to the 16th Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the CFA Society
Sri Lanka. The Annual Report of the company for the financial year 2017/18 is presented herewith.
Membership
It is noteworthy that of the 208 eligible CFA Society Sri Lanka members on 30th June, 191 members
had renewed their subscription as at 30th August 2018. The last deadline for renewals this year, has
been extended till late October by the Institute. This year 37 level III passed finalists will be recognized
at the upcoming Charter Award Ceremony in November 2018, with some of them eligible to be
charterholders as well having acquired the necessary work experience.
Activities
There were many new activities during the year under review, in addition to the usual events carried
out last year.
•

The Career Development Outreach team for the first time in the history of the Sri Lanka Society
organized an evening with senior HR professionals in financial institutions and key corporates with
a view to create better awareness of the CFA qualification and the role of the Society.

•

The Strategic Planning Team facilitated a well-attended full day Strategic Planning Workshop with
Board, Committee Chairs and Co- Chairs in January this year.

•

The branding team executed many creative avenues to increase the visibility of the CFA program
amongst the general public, particularly the parents of current & prospective students and key
institutional decision makers.

•

The capital market awards team tirelessly organized two events during the year under review in
August 2017 and June 2018 since the previous year’s event got postponed to this financial year.

All accomplishments of the sub-committees along with the way forward are detailed in the Committee
Reports Section of the report.
Financial Performance and Reporting
The income increased to Rs 20.0 million in 2017/18 from Rs 15.6 million in the previous year, mainly
due to the increase in number of events during the year.
However, the Society recorded a net deficit of Rs 3.2 million this year compared to the net surplus of
Rs 3.5 million recorded in the previous year. Rescheduling the Capital Market Awards 2017 to the
month August that year; i.e. after the financial year end, impacted the surplus/deficit recorded. Capital
Market Awards 2017 incurred a net deficit of Rs 2.2 million. Had this event been held during the
2016/17 financial year as first scheduled, the surplus reported for FY2016/17 would have been lower.
The CFA Institute also reduced the project funding % contributions against the previous year for
branding, candidate council, Capital Market Awards 2018 due to the level of accumulated reserves of
the Society. However with the loss this year, we were able to highlight to the Institute, the necessity
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CFASL President’s Message
for contributions to be maintained at similar levels in order to carry on the same level of activities. We
are confident the institute will be considerate in 2018/19.
Corporate Governance
Towards the latter part of this year, we were able to accomplish a long felt requirement of monthly
management accounts of the Society to track the financial performance against the budgets. We
purchased an accounting software package and outsourced the accounting function to Management
Frontiers (Pvt) Ltd. Although this facilitated Society administrator, Juanita and Treasurer, Aruna
Perera in discharging their duties on an on going basis, we are extremely grateful to both of them for
the additional time and efforts that had to be put in to get it streamlined.
We also implemented a self-assessment scheme for the Board of Directors. This will be shared with
the Board members and the committee chairs for the first time this year and the outcome will be
reviewed post the AGM to identify areas of improvement.
Way Forward – Society 2.0
CFA Institute has begun to roll out a new operating model for local societies via Societies 2.0. Societies
2.0 is a framework for exploring the future state of global membership, where all members receive
the full spectrum of benefits of a global organization through the single interface of their local society.
The aim is to create one brand experience for members interacting with the CFA family wherever
they are in the world, with local societies being the front facing brands to members and other
stakeholders in all local markets.
To operate under a Societies 2.0 model in close collaboration with societies, CFA Institute will ensure:
• Clarity of roles, responsibilities, expectations, and accountabilities for all parties
• Greater representation of the society voice in decision making, while ensuring sufficient agility and
efficiency to manage the necessary day-to-day work with staff
• Alignment of strategic objectives through coordination of business planning cycles
Institute’s longer term objective is to establish a clear operational framework, including dedicated
governance committees, accountability, and procedures for making operational decisions in
conjunction with societies. Professional Society Staffing will be supported through increased
operational funding to ensure all societies have sufficient capacity to meet the demands of Societies
2.0. By professionalizing society operations Institute hopes to reduce burdens on volunteers, provide
consistency, leverage and maintain institutional knowledge, and allow societies to operate as high
functioning professional bodies serving local members, stakeholders, and markets.
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CFASL President’s Message
Appreciation
This year my two terms as the President of the Society’s Board of Directors will come to an end. It has
been a great honour and a pleasure to have served the Society in this role.
I would like to extend my appreciation to our dedicated staff members Juanita and Sandunika, my
fellow board members, our committee chairs and co-chairs and the other myriad of volunteers, who
collectively provided so many hours of their time, towards the efforts of CFA Society Sri Lanka, during
my tenure. The invaluable support received from the leadership team and staff of CFA Institute
headquarters and the Asia Pacific office, dedication of the President Council Representative needs a
special mentioning as well. Together, the efforts truly succeeded in reinforcing our position in the
industry and in attracting talented youngsters to the CFA program as well as to support the society in
the volunteer efforts.
I would like to acknowledge our sponsors for the contributions and support enabling us to further our
mission for the ultimate benefit of the wider community.
In conclusion, I wish the incoming President, Zaffer Jeevunjee, all the very best in his future
endeavours in steering the Society.

Rachini Rajapakse, CFA
President
CFA Society Sri Lanka
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Snapshot of the CFA Program
CFA global Pass Rates – June exam
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Events Calendar 2017/18

Candidate Council
Dec ’17 mock exam

Social Events
Induction Party

Candidate Council
Study Tips Session
Dec ’17 exam

CE Event

Research Challenge

CE Event

Submit research reports

The New SEC Act
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ethical decision making
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CFA Dec ’17
exam
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CFA Strategic
Planning event
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Candidate Council
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Final presentation
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Events Calendar 2017/18

Candidate Council
Evening with a Corporate
Head

Candidate Council
Social Event
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Career Outreach

CFA June ’18 exam
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& Forecast Dinner
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Special Highlight
Record Number of CFA® Charterholders Sat for Exams in 2018
As the CFA Program marked its 55th Anniversary since
the first CFA exam was held in June 1963, the event
coincided with a significant growth in the number of
Candidates sitting for the exams across the globe. The
Asia Pacific region continued to generate the highest
number of candidates, accounting for 53 percent of
the total.
Sri Lanka too experienced a significant growth in
candidate registrations across all three levels. In lieu
of this, a special press release was issued to the local
newspapers marking this occasion.

Quick Facts

227,031 candidates registered for June ’18
exam

286 test centers
91 Countries
322 Candidates from Sri Lanka faced the June
’18 exam

16% growth in Level I Candidates
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Committee Reports
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Advertising & Branding
The advertising & branding team aims to via its advertising and branding campaigns to position the
CFA charter as the premiere finance qualification in Sri Lanka. We also wish to generate a steady
candidate growth while garnering influence among key private and state decision makers through
branding and positioning of the charter.
With guidance from CFAI and adhering to current global campaigns, the team carries designs and puts
forwards campaigns that:
-

Tell the story of CFA in Sri Lanka
Publicise our events, activities, best practices
Maintain the CFASL Website with content updates, event updates and banner changes.

Highlights from 2017/18
A continued effort was made this year to increase the visibility of the CFA program amongst the public
- particularly with parents/prospective students, and key corporate/state decision makers.
With an exalted objective of improving financial literacy in Sri Lanka, we ran an educational series with
Yes FM while continuing to create own content, contributing articles to local newspapers in order to
reinforce the CFA global message and imagery.

The Way Forward
The advertising team will take over the marketing for the individual events held by CFASL throughout
the year to better communicate the offering of the local society. In addition, some of the new
initiatives we have lined up include:
Targeted Advertising - A Localized version of the current Global advertising campaign will run in Sri
Lanka this year, strengthening the connection of CFA as a premium global qualification.
Focus on the “supply side” of the CFA designation – Starting from the 1st quarter of 2018, The targeted
audience for the marketing campaigns will shift towards employers, HR Managers, CFO’s etc. to ensure
that CFA charterholders remain in high demand for relevant positions, especially with regard to
portfolio management roles. A dedicated event for employers is planned to be held in early 2018.
New Content videos - Further content in the form of a video series taking a rookie retail investor
through the investment process will be produced by CFASL.

Impact & Feedback
A bounce in new registrations for CFA level I June 2018 is a positive development and may have been
supported by the efforts of the advertising and branding committee. Having said that, continuing to
impact the corporate and public sectors in terms of mind space and best practice, remains critical
going forward.
Committee Chair
Rahul Hundlani, CFA
Committee Co- chair
Ravinda Gunawardana, CFA & Asela Gunathilake, CFA
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Advertising & Branding

Quick Facts

70% Allocation to traditional media
30% Allocation to digital/ content marketing
6 Print Adverts
4 Outdoor hoardings
1 Digital hoarding
1 Radio Campaign

Highlights from the branding efforts which included advertising on print, social media and billboards
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Advocacy
“Advocacy” means speaking up about ethics, trust, and professional standards; supporting fair and
transparent financial markets and practices; and protecting the interests of investors. The Advocacy
committee is committed towards championing these causes guided by the principles of the CFA
Institute’s Code of Ethics & Standards.

Highlights for 2017/18
The Advocacy Committee directed its efforts to be a proactive thought leader by improving financial
literacy and corporate governance practices in Sri Lanka. We used the collective knowledge and
experience of CFA to identify issues within our industry that impact investors and develop solutions
to benefit the community. During the year, we were successful in championing our causes to bring
about a positive change by leveraging our strong relationships with Central Bank of Sri Lanka (CBSL),
Securities Exchange Commission of Sri Lanka (SEC), Colombo Stock Exchange (CSE) and Sri Lanka
Institute of Directors (SLID).
Key Initiatives
Financial Literacy Program
Financial Literacy Program is an initiative of CFA Society Sri Lanka in collaboration with CBSL to develop
the financial capabilities of Sri Lankans using a sustainable and cost-effective set of tools. The main
objectives of this program include:
(a)
Write and make available a Financial Literacy and Entrepreneurship Booklet for the public free
of charge
(b)

CFA Society Sri Lanka to carry out a ‘Train The Trainer’ Program

(c)
Carry out a communication program through print and electronic media to make the public
aware about the availability of resources.
This financial literacy initiative was organized to coincide with “Putting Investor First Campaign” of the
CFA Institute. The campaign will build significant brand visibility for the society among the general
populace, as all communications will include the CFA Society Sri Lanka logo and a brief description of
its advocacy agenda surrounding governance, ethical best practices and investor protection.
The advocacy committee chair wish to place on record the prodigious contribution made by Sidath
Kalyanaratne CFA in exclusively writing the Entrepreneurship Booklet.
Helping to develop an Investor Trust Survey
The advocacy committee provided wide-ranging support to CSE to develop a questioner to carry out
an Investor Trust Survey. The survey seeks to understand the level of financial literacy and confidence
level and nature of trust within the investment community on Capital Market products and Service
Providers in the Capital Market to better understand the dimensions that shape investor perceptions
of trust in capital market products and service providers, as well as the actions required to build trust.
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Voicing Concerns over market developments
Advocacy committee reached out to CSE against issuance of Dual Class Shares (DCS), including nonvoting shares by already listed companies without appropriate specific safeguards. DCS structure
permits the issuing of different classes of shares with differential voting rights and dividend payment
arrangements by the same company. Such a structure allows entrepreneurs to maintain control of
their companies even after successive rounds of financing and offer less protection for minority
shareholders.
Championing the cause of Non-executive directors
The advocacy chair was also actively involved with SLID INED forum in advocating higher level of
effectiveness of Independent Non-Executive Directors (INEDs) in company boards in Sri Lanka. What
CFA Institute stand for on Corporate Governance was highlighted at SLID INED forums. i.e. A
productive board needs robust board discussions, where directors ask probing questions, challenge
each other and record their decent. INEDs must be effective in the role of “a check and balance” on
the management as well as the executive directors.

The Way Forward
A Key focus for the Committee for the remainder of the year would be the launch of the two
booklets on Financial Literacy and Entrepreneurship and promote its widespread dissemination in
order to make it widely available to the general public
Committee Chair
Ravi Abeysuriya, CFA
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Candidate Council (CC)
The newly created Candidate Council has two primary areas of focus. Firstly, to be a support system
for candidates of the CFA Program in order to increase the pass rates at all levels. Secondly and more
importantly, the Candidate Council aims to foster a sense of community among candidates and bridge
the gap between charterholders and candidates.

Highlights for 2017/18
The Candidate Council Kicked off its activities for the 2017/18 period with an induction event to
welcome the new members to the Candidate Council. A new development for the year was the
opening up of membership to CFA Level I Candidates as well. This decision was made after the
observation that a sizeable number of Candidates who attend exam related events such as the Study
Tips Session, Calculator Master class etc. are Level I candidates as they are most likely to benefit from
such events as they are just beginning their journey with the CFA Program.
The “Calculator Master Class” which was held for the first time in April 2017 conducted by Thilina
Ukwatta, CFA has been made into a regular feature of the CFACC calendar with two sessions being
held for candidates preparing for the December 2017 and June 2018 exams.
The Candidate Council took the initiative to prepare a quick start booklet to aid Candidates who are
just starting off on the CFA Program. The 35 page booklet covered topics such as how the CFA program
is structured, how do you register for the exams, Scholarships provided by the CFA Institute etc which
are particularly useful to new candidates. Copies of the booklet were made available at the After Exam
Social event and we hope to make it available for Candidates to pick up at our future events.
In response to the feedback received by Candidates to hold more networking events and interactive
sessions with Corporate Heads, the Candidate Council launched a new event series branded as
‘Evening with a Corporate Head’ with the inaugural event being held on the 3rd of April 2018 at the
Colombo Club. The format of the event is to get a CFA Charterholder in a Leadership role to share
their experiences working in the capital markets and provide candidates an insight into what it’s like
to work in their specific field. For the inaugural session, Amal Sanderatne, CFA ; Founder and CEO of
Frontier Research (Pvt) Ltd spoke about his experiences working in the Finance Industry and would
be sharing his insights into what it’s like to work in Economic Research

The Way Forward
Some of the plans we are hoping to introduce in the future include:
-

Restructuring the CFACC membership structure and benefits
Making the ‘Evening with a Corporate Head’ a regular part of the CFACC’s events calendar

Committee Chair
Rashmi Peiris, CFA
Committee Co-chairs
Shenuki Gunesekera, CFA
Nuwan De Silva, CFA
Travis Gomez, CFA
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Candidate Council (CC)

Quick Facts

17 New Members sign up
9

Events conducted

6

Exam Preparation Events

3

Networking Events

100+ attendance at mock exam for
June 2018

CFA program Quick Start Booklet

Impact & Feedback
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Candidate Council (CC)
“Thilina Did it fine, Nothing more to add. Superb session”
-Feedback on the Calculator Master Class
“Well Organized and Had a Great Time 😊”
-Feedback on the CFA social event

Top Panel(L to R)
Sep ‘17 – Induction party for new Candidate Council Members,
Feb ’18 – Study Tips Session
Middle Panel (L to R):
Mar ‘18 – Mastering the Calculator Session
Apr ‘18 – Inaugural evening with a Corporate head event
Bottom panel (L to R):
June ’18 – Mock Exam
June ’18 - Candidate Council Annual Social
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Capital Market Awards (CMA)
The Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) endorsed, Capital Market Awards (“CMA”) is the
flagship event of CFA Sri Lanka to inspire and incentivize capital market participants and broader
stakeholders to strive for standards of excellence. Capital Market Awards is the ONLY Industry Awards
Ceremony of its kind in Sri Lanka that recognizes and rewards Sri Lanka’s capital market participants
for best performance.
The objectives of the Event are to:
-

Make CFA Sri Lanka CMA Awards a much sought after accolade
Promote good investor relations and build business integrity among the corporates
Improve the quality of research produced by the community
Improve brand awareness and promote CFA designation
Promote best practices among professional fund managers

Highlights from 2017/18
The 6th edition of the Capital Market Awards and Forecast
dinner was held on the 26th of June 2018 at Cinnamon Grand
which saw over 260 participants drawn from charterholders,
firm representatives, financial industry professions and
regulators.
Awards in 5 different categories were presented at the event.
Namely; Best Equity Research Report, Best Stockbroking
Research Team, Best Investor Relations, Best Unit Trust Fund
and the news introduced Best Sector Research report award.
The CFA forecast quiz was conducted purely as an online quiz
which continued to see high audience participation.

Quick Facts

260+ participants
8

brokers judged for best research
team

7
14

Sector reports assessed
Unit trust funds assessed

80%

Financial press coverage for

the event

Impact & Feedback
The more challenging operating environment for the capital markets has led to a reduction in the
numbers of broking firms that participated at this years’ best research team award. However, despite
this interest in the awards by both firms and analysts remain strong which is evident in the large
number of reports that are submitted for assessment.

The Way Forward
For the coming years, the CMA committee will be focusing on the following two areas;
-

Expand the award categories
Increase participation/nominations through brand building

Committee Chair
Mifnaz Jawahar, CFA
Committee Co- Chair
Rasanja Perera, CFA
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Capital Market Awards (CMA)
Summary of Award Winners
Awards
Gold

Awards Category

Udeeshan Jonas &
Amila Perera

Silver

Bronze

Mahesh Udugampola Raguram Raamakrishna

Best research report

Best Research Team

Best Investor
Relations

Best Unit Trust
Equity Fund

Money Market Fund

Money Market Fund

Other Awards
- Best Sector Research Report – Nipuni Fernando, Capital Alliance for a report on Insurance sector
- Umanga Kariyawasam - Certificate of Commendation for equity research report
- Charith Udugama - Winner of the CFA forecast quiz 2017
Key Comments by Judges on award winners
Best Research Report
- Detailed industry and financial analysis that focused on competitive advantages and
benchmarking/Clear and concise presentation.
Best Research Team
- High Breadth and quality of the research and the variety of research products being produced in a
timely manner while maintaining good relationships with the firms as well as their investors
Best Investor Relations
- The Company’s progressive move of making available transcripts and recordings of post earnings calls
with analysts on its IR page
Best Unit Trust
- Detailed annual report and factsheet that stood out from the rest of the submission.
- Better institutionalised investment process and delivering competitive risk-adjusted returns
Best Sector Research Report
- Detailed industry and financial analysis that focused on competitive advantages and
benchmarking/Clear and concise presentation
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Capital Market Awards (CMA)
Award Winners

Top Panel
Audience at the Capital Market Awards 2018
Middle Panel (L to R):
Best Investor Relations Award – Gold Winner – NDB Bank
Best Unit Trust Award – Gold Winner – Guardian Acuity
Bottom Panel (L to R):
Best Sector Research Report Award – Gold Winner – Nipuni Fernando, Capital Alliance
Best Stockbroking research report Award – Gold & Silver Winner – Capital Alliance
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Capital Market Awards (CMA)
Guest Speaker & Panel Discussion
This year’s awards ceremony featured a talk followed by a panel discussion on the timely topic: ‘The
outlook for the Real estate sector’. Nayana Mawilmada, Sector Head of John Keells Properties spoke
on the theme of ‘Colombo 2.0: Boom or Bust?’. In his presentation, Nayana highlighted the pivotal
role transport systems would play in driving greater urbanization and growth in apartment living.
The presentation was followed by a panel discussion which also included Overseas Realty PLC Director
and Group CEO Pravir Samarasinghe, and Development Strategies and International Trade Ministry
Advisor Anushka Wijesinha and was moderated by Jayamin Pelpola, the founding CEO of
MoneyWorkz. The panel had a lively discussion on the opportunities and constraints present in the
industry and the policy direction that will be introduced to make best use of the untapped potential
in the market.
The event also featured a presentation made by Scott Lee the director of the CFA Asia Pacific Research
Exchange (ARX) initiative which is an initiative promoted by the CFA Institute to promote the
dissemination of research and knowledge focused on the Asia Pacific region.

Nayana Mawilmada, Sector Head of John Keells Properties & Panel discussion moderated by Jayamin Pelpola
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Capital Market Awards (CMA)

The Organizing committee for the Capital market awards

Panel of Judges & Shortlisting Committee
Investor Relations Award
Alastair Corera, CFA
Ravi Amarasinghe, CFA
Sanjeewa Fernando
Tharinda Jayawardena, CFA
Shehan Bartholomeuz, CFA
Asanka Herath

Best stockbroking Research
Team Award

Equity & Sector Research Report Award

Rasanja Perera, CFA

Asanka Herath

Malaka Paranavitharana,
CFA

Senaka Kakiriwaragodage, CFA

Tharinda Jayawardena, CFA
Thilan Sampath, CFA

Travis Gomez, CFA

Bimanee Meepagala

Rashmi Peiris, CFA

Mifnaz Jawahar, CFA

Rashmin Lokubandara, CFA
Rasanja Perera, CFA
Prabodha Samarasekera
Ruvini Fernando

Danushka Samarasinghe

Ineka Dunuwile

Kanishka Perera

Best Unit Trust Award

Navin Ratnayake

Dinesh Warusavitharana, CFA

Sidath Kalyanaratne, CFA

Rachni Rajapakshe, CFA

Udeeshan Jonas, CFA

Dr. Naveen Gunawardena
Mifnaz Jawahar, CFA

Kusal Jayawadena, CFA
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Charter Awards
The Charter awards ceremony was held on the 23rd of November 2017 at HNB tower with Ms. Renuka
Fernando; CEO of Nations Trust Bank PLC gracing the occasion as the chief guest and orator.
40 individuals; the highest number to date were recognized at the event with 22 new charterholders
(2016 – 17 charterholders) were recognized at the event.
CFASL President Rachini Rajapaksa, CFA while congratulating the new batch of charter holders and
Level III passed finalists, urged them to measure up and reiterated that the duty of all society member
is to live up to the CFA Institute’s mission while developing their character and not being swayed by
inappropriate influences and pressures.
Ms. Renuka Fernando in delivering her oration spoke on the topic of “Women in Investment
Management” which is one of the themes currently promoted by CFA Institute. She emphasized the
importance of this topic given the shortage of quality people in the Financial Sector and hence the
need of the day is to mobilize the entire talent pool in order to meet this challenge.

Top Panel (L to R)
Rachini Rajapaksa, CFA addressing the gathering
Ms. Renuka Fernando CEO of NTB was the chief guest and orator for the event
Bottom Panel
The new charterholders and passed finalists for 2017
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Continuing Education (CE)
To provide a framework for our members as well as the wider investment community to participate
in events that contribute to their ongoing professional development. These events are structured on
topical issues, sector specific topics of interest as well as topics designed to enhance and update one’s
knowledge specifically related to financial markets. The ability to draw on resources from the CFA
Institute with access to international speakers enables the Society to provide members access to a
knowledge base not available in the local market.

Highlights from 2017/18
This year as well the committee drew on resources from the CFA Institute to bring down two
international speakers: Sonia Gandhi and Tony Watson. Sonia Gandhi, CFA is a director of the CFA
Society India (IAIP) in-charge of the programming and Continuing Education (PCE) Committee.
Drawing on her over 20 years of experience in the investments management industry, she led and
interactive discussion on the topics of ‘Ethical dilemmas in the modern workplace’. With the aid of
practical case studies she effectively illustrated the challenges with Investment decision making in the
modern workplace with a particular emphasis on challenges faced in developing markets. Tony
Watson, CFA a portfolio manager with Far East Investment Management (Hong Kong) Ltd, spoke on
the ‘present state of investment opportunities in Asia’ with a particular focus on debt markets.
In 2017/2018, a particular focus of the committee was to prioritize events on timely topics that are of
local interest to the membership. With this in mind a discussion on the new SEC act and on the New
Inland Revenue Act were organized in February and June 2018 respectively.
Increased efforts continued to be made this year to improve the attendance at CE events while
increasing the visibility of the CFA events amongst the public.

The Way Forward
Based on member feedback, we are looking to continue with the trend of having more events on
topics that are of local interest to the membership covering topics such as Valuation, Portfolio
Management and the impact on the current state of the global economy on Sri Lanka. In addition,
given the increased attendance by CFA Candidates and the changing demographics of the
membership, the committee is looking to also have events that are geared towards improving soft
skills that are essential for the modern workplace.

Committee Chair
Deshan Pushparajah, CFA
Committee Co- Chair
Lakshitha Gunaratne, CFA
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Continuing Education (CE)
Events Timeline

Quick Facts
Oct-17

Ethical Dilemmas & Ethical Decision Making
Sonia Gandhi, CFA

Nov-17

Asia- High Yield Markets
Tony Watson, CFA

4

CE events in 2017/18 YTD

6 Speakers & Panelists in total
2

Feb-18

The New SEC Act
Malik Cader & Panel Discussion

Jun-18

A Discussion on the Critical elements and Legal
Aspects of the New Inland Revenue Act
Suresh Perera & Neomal Goonawardena

International speakers

160 audience members in Total
19% growth in total attendance
200% growth in attendance by non
members

Impact and Feedback
Participation at CE Events
60
52
50
40

36

30

36
25

36
24

21

21

24

20
11
10

8

4

10

7

3

2

0
Oct '17 event
Charterholders
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Nov '17 event

Feb '18 event

Candidate Council Members

Non members

June '18 Event
Total
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Continuing Education (CE)

Top Panel
Oct-17 - Sonia Gandhi, CFA: Ethical Dilemmas & Ethical Decision Making
Bottom Panel (L to R):
Nov-17 - Tony Watson, CFA: Asia- High Yield Markets
Feb-18 - Malik Cader: A Discussion on the Critical elements and Legal Aspects of the New Inland Revenue Act
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Career Development Outreach (CDO)
The Career Development Outreach Committee serves to engage potential employers, who are likely
to benefit from recruiting CFA Charterholders and Candidates, understand their needs, challenges and
objectives and enlighten them about the CFA Program and CFA Institute’s offerings.

Highlights from 2017/18
Event for senior HR professionals in Sri Lanka
The CDO successfully organized an event for senior HR professionals employed at financial institutions
and key conglomerates in Sri Lanka. The event comprised of a brief session on personal investment
management, which was presented by Mr. Kusal Jaywardana, CFA, followed by a cocktail and
networking session. The event was attended by over 35 senior HR professionals. The event was also
attended by senior CFA Charterholders, who along with the CDO, were able to educate the HR
Professionals about the CFA Program and the CFA Institute value proposition. We also educated the
HR professionals on the revamped CFA Jobline website, which could be used for their recruitment
needs.
During the event, we noted that many HR professionals prior to attending the event had low-level
visibility on the CFA program and CFA Charterholders’ value proposition. The HR professionals greatly
appreciated the efforts made by the CDO to organize such an event and encouraged to organize similar
events in the future. We were also invited by certain participants to carryout similar sessions for their
wider organization.
Revamp CFA Jobline site in Sri Lanka
During 2017/18, CDO worked towards revamping the existing CFA Jobline site. The objective was to
provide CFA Charterholders and Candidates with a more user-friendly site that has more
opportunities, which would encourage more employers to use the site. We worked with the regional
CFA Institute to align the CFA Sri Lanka Jobline site with the global CFA Jobline site.
The revamped CFA Jobline site offers job seekers an opportunity to also view vacancies in the region
and globally within the CFA Jobline network. The revamped site encourages employers to use the CFA
Jobline site more extensively, which would provide CFA Charterholders and Candidates more
opportunities. We have also launched a section under the page titled ‘Connect.Learn.Advance’, which
would provide CFA Charterholders and Candidates useful tips on career management and preparing
for the job search.

The Way Forward
CDO believe that raising the profile of our Society with employers in Sri Lanka is imperative, as it will
enhance the value of the charter and benefit the members. One of the priorities is to increase the
interaction with financial institutions and key conglomerates, who are currently employing majority
of the CFA Charterholders in Sri Lanka. Some of the key plans include:
Increase visibility of the CFA Jobline site – Before the year end, we plan to meet the recruiters of
financial institutions and key conglomerates in Sri Lanka to educate the benefits of using the CFA
Jobline site and recruiting CFA Charterholders and Candidates.
Design focused brochures on CFA Institute and Charterholders for key employer segments– This
would enable us to have a more fruitful meeting with different employer segments. We aim to first
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Career Development Outreach (CDO)
target the financial institutions, corporate finance teams of conglomerates and financial advisory
services providers.
Salary survey for CFA Charterholders and Candidates - The findings of the survey to be used to
educate the Employers on the value of CFA Charterholders and Candidates. The survey would also
educate the Employers to the diversity of job responsibilities that a CFA Charteholder and Candidate
could fulfil.
Committee Chair
Zaffar Jeevunjee, CFA
Committee Co-Chairs
Rizny Faisal CFA
Chandrien De Mel, CFA
May 2018 - CFA Sri Lanka organized its first event for HR professionals in Sri Lanka

Employer Engagement
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Research Challenge
The objective of the committee is to promote, organize and improve the quality of the local round of
the CFA Research Challenge.

Highlights from 2017/18
The local leg of the CFA Research Challenge kicked
off in September 2017 leading up to the final
presentation in Feb 2018. This year’s subject
company was Hatton National Bank PLC, the first
time ever a bank was chosen as the subject company
at the local competition. The committee decided to
choose a bank as the subject company given the
growing importance of the banking and finance
industry in Sri Lanka as it accounts for 40% of the
Colombo Stock Exchange market capitalization and
60% of market earnings.

Quick Facts

11 teams participated
10 teams submitted research reports
4

teams at final presentation

Given the complexity and lack of awareness of the banking industry dynamics among students, the
committee invited Mr. Kanishka Perera, Head of Research at Asia Securities to deliver a presentation
on Banking sector fundamentals and valuation metrics at the launch event which provided the
students a good starting point.
Copal Amba continued to extent its support by coming in as the training partner for the fourth
consecutive year affording the opportunity for each university team to send a representative for a
seven day Equity Analyst Program prior to the commencement of the competition.
This year’s Research Challenge saw the highest ever participation in the history of the competition
where 11 teams took part and 10 teams submitted reports. University of Sri Jayawardenapura
emerged victorious out of the 4 teams which were shortlisted for the final presentations.

The Way Forward
The committee recognizes the requirement to raise the standards of the overall competition to
improve competitiveness at the global stage. Awareness and promotion is required among universities
outside the Western Province as participation from these universities remain low.
Committee Chair
Vishnu Balachandran, CFA
Committee Co-chairs
Udeeshan Jonas, CFA
Samanmalie Herath, CFA
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Research Challenge
Team Performance

Finalists

Submitted Reports

University of Sri Jayawardenapura - Winner

University of Moratuwa

University of Kelaniya - - Runner up

University of Colombo - Team 1

University of Colombo – Team 1

University of Colombo – Team 2

Mercury institute

University of Sri Jayawardenapura
University of Kelaniya

Did not submit reports

Royal Institute - Team 1

University of Rajarata

Royal Institute - Team 2
Wayamba University
APIIT

Quick Facts

Mercury institute
11 teams participated

10 teams submitted research reports
4

Evaluation Committee & mentors

teams at final presentation

Graders

Judges

Industry Mentors

Aruna Perera

Deshan Pushparajah

Rasanja Perera

Mifnaz Jawahar

Amal Sanderatne

Viraj Wijesinghe

Rashmi Peiris

Bimal Perera

Indika De Silva

Harindu Nanayakkara

Kanishka Perera

Nuwan De Silva

Sidath Kalyanaratne

Divanke Fernando

Nilendra Weerasinghe

Rizny Faizal

Nadika Ranasinghe

Dhinali Peris

Shehan Bartholomeuz

Daham Hettiarachchi

Thilan Sampath

Asela Gunatilake

Kanishka De Silva

Ishara Udugamasuriya

Tharindra Jayawardena
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Research Challenge
Events Timeline
08-Sep-17

Inauguration Meeting and Company Presentation
Training by Moody’s Analytics Knowledge Services

06-Oct-17

Submission of questions to IR team of HNB

13-Oct-17

Q&A session with IR team of HNB

01-Nov-17

Teams to submit draft report to mentors

10-Nov-17

Mentors to revert with comments

24-Nov-17

Submission of final reports

15-Dec-17

Announcement of finalist

15-Feb-18

Local Challenge Finals

Impact & Feedback
The following observations were made by the Research Challenge committee on the 2017/18
competition:
This year’s competition saw the highest ever participation where 11 teams took part in the
competition with the lowest drop out ever recorded. Only one university dropped off from the
competition.
The team that reached the regional finals performed exceptionally well with the score difference
between the Sri Lankan team and the regional winner being minimal.
Feedback was received from judges and markers that the university students found it challenging to
analyze the banking industry since it was the first time such an industry was selected for the
competition. It was noted that students require more exposure and training in analyzing different
industries.
It was also evident that universities outside the Western Province found it difficult to liaise with
industry mentors and were quite new to the overall research process.
The competition is gaining immense popularity in the finance industry as the quality of the participants
added to the finance industry over the last few years has been commended by employers which has
resulted in more university student participation. Two universities had more than one team
participating at the competition.
The final Presentation saw increased participation from faculty, students and professionals from the
Investment industry
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Top Panel
Highlights from the research challenge finals
Middle Panel (L to R)
The runners up from University of Kelaniya
The Winning team from University of Sri Jayawardanapura
Bottom Panel
The 4 Finalists
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Scholarships
The main objective of the Scholarships committee is to grant CFA scholarships to candidates who are
facing financial constraints to take up the exams. Scholarships are awarded based on both a needs
basis as well as on merit. Typically, the Scholarship committee works closely with other CFA chairs to
increase awareness about the qualification and also encourage more candidates to apply for the
scholarships.

Highlights from 2017/18
Since the number of scholarship applicants has grown in Sri Lanka over the past few years, the CFA
Institute increased the number of scholarships awarded to Sri Lanka from 27 to 47 in 2018. This helped
the committee to award scholarships for a larger amount of deserving candidates from varied
economic and educational backgrounds.
Globally CFA Institute has offered 3,700+ Scholarships.

2018 Access Scholarship Applicants
Sri Lanka: 81
34
(42%)

Scholarship Utilization in June 2018
Sri Lanka: 24
4
(14%)

28
(35%)

11
(39%)

19
(23%)
Awarded - June

Awarded - Dec

Not awarded

Passed

Failed

13
(47%)

Not Utilized

Impact and Feedback
The committee is pleased that of the 47 scholarships awarded, 24 have utilized it for the June exam
and we believe 19 will be utilizing it for the December exam. We are happy to note that the pass rate
of the scholarship holders during the June 2018 exam has been higher than the overall pass rate for
Sri Lanka.

The Way Forward
The Committee plans to continue to popularize the scholarship program through increased use of
print media, posters and e-mails to get the message out. In addition, the committee is also focused
on popularizing the Regulator scholarship program with the eligible institutes in Sri Lanka and the
Student / Professor scholarships through the University Outreach committee.
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Scholarships

Committee members & volunteers interviewing potential scholarship recipients

Committee Chair
Malaka Paranavitane, CFA
Other Panel Members
Rasanja Perera, CFA
Vishnu Balachandran, CFA
Vindya Jayasekera, CFA
Suvimal De Costa, CFA
Thilan Sampath, CFA
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Social Events
Induction & Christmas Party
The members Christmas Party was conducted in a vibrant manner on the 6th of December 2017at the
Colombo Swimming club with strong attendance with 64 participants consisting of a mix of
Charterholders, CFA Passed finalists and Candidate Council Members. A number of fun activities
including a Quiz and Karaoke Competition was Organized which saw energetic participation by all
those who attended.

Committee Chair
Sahan Jayasooriya, CFA
Committee Co-Chair
Dhinali Peiris, CFA
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Strategy
The strategy team has two main objectives
-

To facilitate the review of current strategy in place for the society
This happens every 3 years where the team revisits the existing strategy and provides new
information to the board to asses if a changes needs to be made.

-

Provide a means to assess how effective we are as a society to achieve this strategy
Conduct member surveys
Provide ideas at board meetings
Provide context and background when policies are being discussed

Highlights from 2017/18

Strategy organization/Facilitation
The team coordinate a range of activities from suitable dates, location, vs budgets to agenda, format,
and flow. A pre session surveys was also run for the participants to focus and prioritise effort spent on
the day. This had to be executed through the December holiday season to make sure we were well
prepared to kick off the year with an effective strategy session right at the start of the year.

Creating and managing agenda/Content/Primary data
• Internal Board surveys
• Analysis/Visualization for areas of priority
• Pre strategy preparedness/ Pre strategy packs and reading material

Closed room, full day strategy session
• Regional APAC representation to maximize regional support for key initiatives
• Critical internal review of areas of strength, improvement
• Changes requires for local strategy
• Break-out sessions
• Conclusions / Action items / Responsibilities
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The Way Forward

Tools for Board members
• Checklists and dashboards
• Creation of Policy documents and amendments to by-laws

Committee Chair
Chamara Gunetileke, CFA
Committee Co- chair
Ahamed Nuzhan, CFA
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Technology
The focus of the technology team is to support the activities of the CFASL Society through whichever
levers the technology team can manipulate. The activities of the committee include:
-

Maintaining the CFASL Website with content updates, event updates and banner changes.
Managing the CFASL jobline board
Providing guidance on creating online surveys and content to maximize its impact on the
web
Availability for due diligence on various tech related initiatives (payment gateway, apps,
social media)

Highlights for 2017-18
CFA Job line was the most accessed web page in the CFA Sri Lanka website during the year. Over 50
postings were published throughout the year. Within the year the Job line feature was upgraded to a
more user friendly career management portal. This provides advanced features for both employers
and job seekers. This feature could be hugely beneficial for the Sri Lankan CFA community, as they
would get good exposure to both local and regional job postings.
Capital Market awards event was managed through the member nation portal. Most of the event
management activities including email flyers, RSVP tracking, event website etc. were managed
through the CFA Member Nation platform. This was the second event which was managed through
the CFA portal. It's been a good learning experience, in our journey towards setting up technology
enabled workflows.
CFA ARX is an Asia Pacific based research sharing platform sponsored by CFA. A team of 5 volunteers
were formed to represent CFA SL ARX initiatives. The team include - Dhinali Peiris, Thanusha
Rajaparsha, Nuwan De Silva and Priyantha Cooray. ARX Director Scott Lee visited Sri Lanka to meet
the team and to make a presentation on ARX at the CMA 2018 event.

Presentation by CFA ARX Director Scott Lee at Capital Market Awards

Technology team has continued to maintain and update the CFA SL website as per the requests from
various committee chairs. We continue to make the website more useful, accessible and user friendly
to the CFA SL membership.
Committee Chair
Alex Perera, CFA
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University Affiliation Program (UAP)
The objective of the committee include:
-

building awareness of CFA program among University student population and the academic
staff.

-

Ensuring the academic institutions embed a significant portion of the CFA Program Candidate
Body of Knowledge™ (CBOK) into their curricula.

-

Through cooperation with our university partners, we seek to promote ethics-based
investment education in university degree programs aimed at developing investment
professional’s universities recognized under this program.

Highlights from 2017/18
At University of Colombo our team carried out a presentation on
“Introduction to Fixed Income Securities” with the participation of
200+ 3rd and 4th year students.

Quick facts
2 Educational events

On request from University of Kelaniya, a comprehensive 8 hour
workshop was carried out to 100+ students on “How to write an Equity
Research Report”, which included training on building a financial
model and compiling an equity research report.
Both the above session were conducted with the assistance of Training
and Knowledge Management at Moody’s Analytics Knowledge
Services.

3 Awareness scholarship
Poster Campaign at
universities

300+ students in
attendance

We carried out a poster campaign on the availability of Awareness
scholarship at all our partner universities.

The Way Forward

Further, we partnered with University of Colombo as a Silver sponsor
The
UAP
committee
has already
approached
University
of was
Wayamba
at the
University
of Colombo
Research
Conference
which
held inFaculty of Business Studies and
Finance,
and we
area glad
admit that of
wefinancial
have progressed
the point University of Wayamba
October 2017
with
widetoparticipation
academicstofrom
academics
staffforeign.
have initiated the process of compiling the application for the submission to CFA
both local and
institute. They have continued to show tremendous corporation for the entire process to date,
however, some efforts were hindered with the recent staff strike which went on for few months.
We also intend to approach private universities with the objective of getting them on board under the
University Affiliation Program.
Committee Members
Aruna Perera, CFA
Thilangani Weerasinghe, CFA
Thilan Sampath, CFA
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University Affiliation Program (UAP)

Pictures from events held at University of Colombo and University of Kelaniya
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Management and Administration
Board of Directors
President

Rachini Rajapakse, CFA

Vice President/ Employer Outreach

Zaffar Jeevunjee, CFA

Treasurer/ Director

Aruna Perera, CFA

Secretary / GIPS

Dinesh Warusavitharana, CFA

Director/ Strategic planning

Chamara Gunatileke, CFA

Director/ Co-Chair Capital Market Awards

Rasanja Perera, CFA

Director/ Advocacy

Ravi Abeysuriya, CFA

Director/ Capital Market Awards

Mifnaz Jawahar, CFA

Director/ Scholarships

Malaka Paranavitane, CFA

Director/ Member Outreach

Sahan Jayasooriya, CFA

Other Committee Chairs
Advertising & Branding

Rahul Hundlani, CFA

Research Challenge

Vishnu Balachandran, CFA

Candidate Council

Rashmi Peiris, CFA

Continuing Education Events

Deshan Pushparajah, CFA

Technology

Alex Perera, CFA

University Outreach

Thilangani Weerasinghe, CFA

Staff Members
Administrator

Juanita Wickremeratne

Coordinator – Candidate Council

Sandunika Perera
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Board Meetings attendance
Board of Directors
Name

Rachini
Rajapakse,
CFA
Zaffar
Jeevunjee,
CFA
Aruna
Perera, CFA
Dinesh
Warusavithar
ana, CFA
Chamara
Gunatileke,
CFA
Rasanja
Perera, CFA
Ravi
Abeysuriya,
CFA
Mifnaz
Jawahar, CFA

Position

26th
Oct
2017

19th
Jan
2018

22nd
Mar
2018

23rd
Apr
2018

24th
May
2018

12th
July
2018

31st
Aug
2018

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

N

y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

5/7

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

6/7

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

6/7

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

N

N

3/7

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

7/7

Y
8/
10

Y
10/
10

Y
9/
10

N
8/
10

Y
8/
10

N
5/
10

Y
9/
10

5/7

President
Vice
President,
Employer
Outreach
Treasurer,
Director
Secretary,
GIPS
Director,
Strategic
Planning
Director, Cochair CMA
Director,
Advocacy
Director,
CMA

Malaka
Director,
Paranavitane
Scholarships
, CFA
Sahan
Director,
Jayasooriya,
Member
CFA
Outreach
Attendance of board
members
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Total
Attendance

7/7

7/7
5/7

6/7
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Representations at CFA Institute Global Events
Date

June 2017
Sept 2017

Event

Location

Nominated members

Asia Pacific regional GIPS
meeting

Bangkok,
Thailand

Dinesh Warusavitharana, CFA

Standards Annual
Conference & GIPS workshop

California,
USA

Dinesh Warusavitharana, CFA

April 2018

APAC Society Governance
Training 2018
CFA Research Challenge Regional Finals

May 2018

CFA annual global conference Hong Kong

Malaka Paranavitane, CFA
Rasanja Perera, CFA
Rachini Rajapakse, CFA
Zaffar Jeevunjee, CFA
Dinesh Warusavitharana, CFA
Rasanja Perera, CFA
Mifnaz Jawahar, CFA
Zaffar Jeevunjee, CFA
Aruna Perera, CFA

May 2018

CFA ARX Meeting

Alex Perera, CFA

Oct 2017

Annual Leadership
Conference

Taiwan

March 2018
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Annual Leadership Conference – Oct ‘17

S

Malaka Paranavitane, CFA & Rasanja Perera, CFA represented CFASL at the CFA Annual conference
2017 held in Taiwan
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Standards Annual Conference & GIPS workshop – Sept ‘17

Dinesh Warusavitharana, CFA at GIPS Conference

APAC Society Governance Training 2018– March ‘18

Rachini Rajapakse, CFA, Zaffar Jeevunjee, CFA, Dinesh Warusavitharana, CFA at APAC Governance
Conference
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CFA Asia Pacific Research Exchange (ARX) Meeting – May ‘18

Alex Perera, CFA at the CFA ARX meeting in Hong Kong
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Financial Statements
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Auditor’s report
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Auditor’s report
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Audited Financial Statements
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Audited Financial Statements
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Audited Financial Statements
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Audited Financial Statements
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Notes to the Financial Statements
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Notes to the Financial Statements
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Notes to the Financial Statements
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Notes to the Financial Statements
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